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A Wrong Call
 
i woke up on your call, hurried up when i heard your tone,
it has been a long time since you talked
my lips couldn't help it and smiled like a fool
i saw your name and it was enough to bring the memories all again
i answered with my hand shaking, my heart beating and deep inside i know i
always hated that feeling
i said Hi waiting for you to say how much you missed me and that you want
everything to back the way it was, but instead you was all silent and didn't even
say a word
is it was a wrong call? 
is that i was still sleeping and you didn't really call?
is it you never missed me and you actually moved on.
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Bff
 
BFF a word that mean that i'm always here for you
a word that mean however you do I stay beside you
a word  that mean I accept your weaknesses and you do too
BFF is not Just a word it's a pact.
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Every Poem Need An Inspiration..
 
Every poem need an inspiration,  every poem was written for a reason, a reason
makes you want to scream and tell the world you are here, a reason that made
you feel ignored but still fighting to prove they were wrong, trying hard to be
heard no matter how the difficulties seems near. sometimes it looks like you are
losing again but you still try to fight like a man.
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Hope
 
I wanna be the best so i'll do my best to be a person who deserves to live in that
earth i'll never say i can't, even It was so hard i'll Do my best To be The girl who
passed the test
It's not so hard to be in the list of the best even if you missed just do what you
can and you'll be more than you have ever guessed.
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Wake Up
 
I still remember the first day i met you and how you was so shiny that I loved
you
 
How your smile took me to a magical world where i was completely in love with
someone I have just met. I knew i would wake up in no time and back to real,
but when i did I pretended to be still fallen in sleep. i never accepted the fact
that you didn't take a serious step to me
so,
is it time to wake up? is the clock already knock?
is it the time to realize that i just have to stop?
all i know that you actually took my heart so please  you who have seriously to
stop.
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